CRMs & Fundraising Campaigns
An Integrated Approach

By Tomás Aguilar & Mark Sherman

AT THE PROGRESSIVE TECHNOLOGY PROJECT (PTP), we have been supporting grassroots organizations carry out their missions since 1998. Among the key lessons we have learned is that taking a holistic view of raising money for your mission makes for a stronger overall fundraising program. Our integrated model of fundraising, based on grassroots fundraising, membership and major donors, includes the following key components:

- Cross team communication supported by a comprehensive database;
- Good data practices to support meaningful information and integrated non-duplicated data;
- Powerful messaging and communications skills; and
- Technical infrastructure and skills to make it all work.

Having the right technology, infrastructure and staff involvement to support your organization’s fundraising work is critical. If you are responsible for upgrading your organization’s donor software, the reality is that it will be neither a simple process nor a trivial decision.

Choosing the Right CRM to Manage Donors
Let’s first address some terminology questions. CRM, in business speak, is a Customer Relationship Manager; in nonprofit speak, it stands for Constituent Relationship Manager. If you manage fundraising for your organization, you have probably heard of Donor Management System (DMS), which is a specific type of CRM.

For-profit enterprises generally have not had a need for software to manage donors. This was at least true before we entered the age of Kickstarter and Indiegogo. And in many cases, even Kickstarter donors are really just future customers. Businesses have customers, vendors, owners, and employees. Their CRMs are used by employees to keep track of customers for the benefit of their owners.

Nonprofits, on the other hand, have clients or constituents, vendors, employees, and donors. They have a specialized need to raise funds from foundations, individuals, and, in some cases, contracts for services. The CRMs that were developed for nonprofits were Donor Management Systems (DMS). However, since most nonprofits don’t exist solely to get donations, a DMS by its very nature falls short of covering nonprofits’ software needs.

One reason for keeping donor management separate from broader CRMs is that many nonprofits don’t have a reason to manage a base of constituents. They may be organizations that provide confidential client services and can’t let the development department into the case database, for example. Another reason for limiting investigation to DMSs may be that the CRM product arena has had less in the way of donor management functionality. That is changing, however. IdealWare’s latest review of Donor Management Systems in October 2013 includes a list of CRM and DMS systems.
Looking for a Good CRM?

Here is a baker’s dozen (plus one) of questions to consider when looking for CRM that will suit your needs.

1. How many of the functions of your organization can it support?
   You want a CRM that can support the work you are doing. It may turn out that the CRM is stronger in some areas and than others. In the areas where it may not be perfect, does it meet your needs enough so that you can do your work effectively?

2. Can it grow as your needs grow?
   Where you are today may not be where you will be next year, especially if your work is successful. A good CRM will be able to grow with your organization.

3. Is there support and training?
   When thinking of purchasing a CRM, you should think of the type of support, if any, if included or available. What happens if there is a bug in the software? Will you know how to fix this? Is there someone you can call? What kind of training support is available? As an added bonus, does the vendor know your work well enough to offer strategic advice on using the CRM?

4. Is email integrated with fundraising?
   Having a robust email sender that is integrated with your CRM gives you access to your entire database and allows you to segment appeals based on donor history.

5. Can you integrate donations and email sign ups with your website?
   A good CRM will allow you to either create a webform to embed into your website or to create a donation/sign-up page that will look just like your website.

6. Is your CRM secure?
   What if there is a security breach? If the CRM is hosted in the cloud, do you know how your data is kept secure? Is it backed up? A good CRM will be secure, and your vendor will be able to explain, using common language, how your data is kept secure.

7. Who controls your information? Who owns your information? Do you have complete access to your information? Can you access it anytime you need to?
   If you read the terms of service of some of the free services like Google, you will see that they can have access to all your information? Can you access it anytime you need to?

8. Do you get a view of everything your donors are doing from email opens and donation history to issue interest and event attendance?
   A good CRM will give you a 360 degree view of your data.

9. Does your CRM offer you the option to have dashboards?
   A good dashboard offers you a view of key elements of your fundraising efforts: new donors, current donations, etc.

10. Can you export your data into commonly used formats?
    A good CRM will allow you to take your data with you. It won’t trap your data in an obscure format that is difficult to use.

11. Can you integrate your CRM with a variety of credit card processors and merchant service accounts?
    You want to have options when it comes to handling credit cards. Merchant service fees vary widely and you will want to have a choice about who to use.

12. Can the CRM be customized by a non-technical person to meet your specific needs? In other words, can your technology or administrative staff member customize your CRM, or do you have to rely on a developer?
    A good CRM will have training or documentation on basic customizations.

13. Does the CRM support a membership model?
    If your organization has members, does the CRM allow you to keep track of membership fees?

14. Does the CRM support multiple languages?
    Some organizations do grassroots fundraising work in communities where English is not the dominant language. Can your CRM, for example, support the use of Chinese characters? Another consideration is the language of your database itself. Can it be switched to the language that your staff might be using?

A robust, comprehensive CRM includes functions that are not typically part of donor management systems. For one thing, a CRM is much more flexible than a DMS. Salesforce (a CRM), for example, offers tools aimed at helping sales people market to customers (it is called Salesforce after all), but it also offers a robust add-on ecosystem whereby others can offer components that extensively modify the basic paradigm of “sales” to other functions. Likewise, CiviCRM, an open source platform that PTP uses for its PowerBase hosted software, has modules being added by its users, including the likes of the New York State Senate, WikiMedia and the Electronic Frontier Foundation.

A CRM can be complex to learn, but it is less complex than having to master a system for donors, another system like eventbrite.com for events, and another like verticalresponse.com for email. If the CRM is well structured, the skills needed for running one function will be applicable to running others. This makes staff training easier and creates opportunities for a staff member to do another’s job in a pinch. It also gives you one point of entry for managing your passwords and authorized users. The crowning argument is that it gives you a complete 360 degree view of your base: their interests, their relationships, their financial support, and their engagement.

At PTP, we are interested in helping social change organizations build power to reach their goals. To us, this involves both building constituencies and building donor relationships to raise funds. So, for the groups that we serve, a CRM should offer sufficient donor management functionality to
raise funds through all the traditional means—donor asks, events, direct mail—as well as the new techniques that edge into crowdfunding turf by use of customized email, tell-a-friend, and personal fundraising pages, in conjunction with social media pushes.

If you are on the development team and have been charged with picking software for fundraising, the first step is to widen your horizon by asking yourself, “What software does my entire organization need?”

**CRMs in Action through Sprint Fundraising Campaigns**

To illustrate how CRMs can help to provide the technological backbone to fundraising work, we are going to look at a few examples of sprint fundraising campaigns. A sprint campaign has a limited duration with a specific fundraising target and sometimes a specific social justice component. The idea isn't particularly new, but the methods and techniques have evolved rapidly lately.

**Give to the Max Day**

Many states have a collective fundraising day, modeled on GiveMN’s annual Give to the Max Day, on which the entire nonprofit sector sends a push email and calls for donations on a particular day. The attraction is that it gains attention for the sector, and organizations with weaker development capacity can piggyback off the widespread media attention. The disadvantages are that organizations are competing with each other, and it is challenging to get a specific message out to a new set of potential donors. Large campaigns have also been known to crash servers. In the end, the development team for each organization has to pull data from the centralized shared server into their own databases for future follow up with the same donors.

At PTP, we are fascinated by what groups are doing with their own short-term sprint campaigns. Small can be beautiful when it comes to these local campaigns driven by local grassroots groups. Dan McGrath of TakeAction Minnesota, referring to a word of mouth campaign that led to the defeat a voter ID constitutional amendment, said, “The messenger is more important than the message.” This is also true when local organizing groups are fundraising. The big advantage for them is that in communities of color, local groups are trusted because their work is visible. There is already a culture of giving and sharing in many communities, and grassroots groups have found creative ways to integrate that into their efforts.

**Get Money & Green Justice on Earth Day**

Got Green in Seattle organizes to drive an agenda for “an equitable green economy to fight poverty and climate change.” They take a long-term approach to movement work by developing leadership among those most affected by our economy: women of color and low-income women.

One of their most creative and effective fundraising efforts is the “Green-A-Thon,” in which teams compete and raise funds to support the organization. Once the fundraising is completed, the teams spend a weekend day canvassing door-to-door in the Rainier Beach and Skyway neighborhoods to deliver CFL light bulbs and their vision of “going green.” Last year, they raised $18,000 and repeated it again this year. As important as the funds were, the event helped achieve their organizing goals by mobilizing their supporters and increasing their neighborhood reach.

Got Green’s fundraising software allows them to set up web pages for each team to collect funds towards its respective goal. Team members promote their own pages to their friends, and the team web page has a scrolling donor list and fundraising thermometer to provide immediate feedback. Since the donor pages are integrated with the organization’s CRM, all donors go directly into the database. This is a great way to get new donors, but donors who come in this way may not get what the organization is all about. Thus, they will need targeted follow up to build their knowledge and support of the organization’s future campaigns.

**El Pueblo United in Raising funds**

Raleigh, North Carolina’s El Pueblo is a Latino community building organization with a tireless commitment to grassroots organizing and grassroots fundraising. Their issues include immigration reform and access to higher education for all youth in the community. They are also successful in using new technology to raise funds from individual donors in their community and beyond. Within weeks of launching their new CRM database last year, they were running a bilingual online fundraising campaign resting on a tripod of targeted email, social media and video. The goal was $15,000 in five days, which they met and exceeded in their first attempt. It went so well that they successfully repeated the campaign eight months later.

El Pueblo used a dedicated fundraising web page that was highlighted on their home page. Fundraising thermometers dominated both their home page and the campaign donation page. A daily series of emails in Spanish and English promoted the page. Online donors received automatic thank you emails as soon as their contribution went through. Staff could tell who clicked on the email and made a donation. In addition to email, El Pueblo used social media and in-person outreach in their community to implement their campaign.

Succeeding at these efforts takes planning and persistence. El Pueblo Executive Director Angeline Echeverría commented, “We met our goal, and we would never have been able to process...
so many donations so quickly, have our donors directly inputted
into our database, and have a page that looks so nice without the
technology and support. “ Their first time running the campaign
had more technology glitches than the second. The learning curve
is steep on some of these projects, but once you get organized, the
payoff comes with repetition.

New Approaches to Grassroots Fundraising
PTP has developed an integrated fundraising training model
based on a pilot we ran last year. The pilot program took fund-
raising consulting one step deeper than usual by connecting
fundraising advice with concrete actions community organizers
could quickly implement using their CRM and communications
tools. The pilot tested how an integrated approach to fundraising
would affect a community organization’s fundraising capacity and
success.

An integrated approach to fundraising is driven by the idea
that fundraising is organizing. In any given community organi-
zation, everyone can participate, not just development staff. To
achieve this, having a clear sense of best data practices is essential.

Here are some takeaways from our pilot that can apply gener-
ally to grassroots fundraising:
1. Train your team. Get everyone trained on good data
practices, and involve everyone in keeping the data in
your CRM current and accurate.
2. Develop dashboard measurements of your
organization’s progress in acquiring, renewing and
recovering donors. Check the numbers, and adjust your
approach if it is not working as planned.
3. Develop a clear fundraising message.
4. Motivate non-fundraising staff to spread the word about
the importance of supporting your work. Short-burst
campaigns work well for this.
5. Be clear about leadership and careful in planning to
ensure successful fundraising campaigns.
6. Use multiple channels to deliver your message.
7. Prepare your technology in advance, and test it
thoroughly.
8. Fit your fundraising campaign to your organization, not
the other way around.

Pilot programs like this one point to a new direction for how
development teams and fundraising consultants can interact.
Changing up the mix of skill sets by adding professionals with
technical knowledge of web, email and CRMs lifted a burden off
the shoulders of the development team and created a space to
launch new and more aggressive fundraising efforts.

Fundraising Success in the Field: Labor Community
Strategy Center
It is a cardinal rule of organizing to raise funds from the base
membership. Labor Community Strategy Center (LCSC) ob-
serves that rule—its members pay dues to support the organiz-
ing. However, low-wage workers and high school students don’t
have enough money to fund a large organizing campaign taking
on the powers that be in a city the size of Los Angeles. Allies and
other supporters are willing to contribute to campaigns, but it is
not so easy to get them involved.

In 2013, LCSC participated in Progressive Technology Project’s
Fundraising PowerBase Pilot Program. Led by a PTP team that
included a fundraising consultant and communication and data-
base experts, this pilot included training, consulting, and database
changes. LCSC staff participated in two trainings: one specifically
on fundraising and a second on how to use their database for
organizing. Both trainings helped prepare them for their fall fun-
draising campaign by highlighting different fundraising models
and the methods for managing them.

As the year-end rapidly approached, LCSC decided to initiate
a 15-day campaign to raise $15,000. LCSC worked with PTP’s
fundraising, communications and database teams to develop a
fundraising push that included messaging, email, telephone, and
website components, all driven by LCSC staff and board members reaching out to potential donors.

The campaign succeeded beyond expectations. They almost doubled their goal of $15,000. They also doubled the number of donors and the average donation from the previous year. Equally important, they found that their young organizing staff had stepped up enthusiastically once the campaign started, breaking through their initial reluctance to ask people for money.

**Fundraising Success in the Field: Iowa Citizens for Community Improvement**

Iowa Citizens for Community Improvement (CCI) is a powerhouse statewide community-based organization. Their tag line is: We talk. We act. We get it done. They mean it. CCI focuses on a range of issues including clean elections, family farms, clean water, a fair economy, and immigrant rights. The state of Iowa is changing, and Iowa CCI has changed right along with it. They have been growing as they have strived to create an inclusive and just state—but that takes financial support.

CCI has long had a robust individual donor program supported by a variety of fundraising software applications. They went through two different fundraising software applications over the last few years and finally switched to a CRM in May of 2012.

As their pilot project, CCI staff wanted to focus on raising money for their 501(c)(4) activities. And they wanted to aim big. In 2012, they raised $8,500 during their year-end campaign from 156 donors. They decided to really push themselves and go for $25,000 in 2013. Instead of running the campaign for a month as they had in years past, they challenged themselves to run the campaign for five days only.

Their prior campaigns consisted of direct mail, face-to-face asks, and phone banks. They developed a multi-channel grassroots fundraising campaign that included targeted email blasts, website presence, a Facebook campaign, and Twitter outreach. They recruited members, board and staff—25 in all—for the five-day campaign. Everyone agreed it would be a campaign that involved all staff, regardless of role.

CCI launched their fundraising campaign on the Monday of the last full week before Thanksgiving. By Wednesday afternoon, they surpassed their $25,000 goal. The campaign officially ended Friday evening. They doubled both their dollar goal and number of donors goal with a total of 650 donors. More important, they grew their donor base by receiving contributions from 159 new donors, in stark contrast to previous campaigns where they received little to no new donor money.

**Bringing It All Together**

Short-term campaigns work well, but they require close coordination of messaging and record keeping to keep all the parts organized. This is what a comprehensive CRM is good for. Campaign fundraisers can send a different daily email to those who haven’t yet given. Soft credits can be recorded as the donations come in to keep an up-to-date list of which fundraisers are meeting their goals and where more attention is needed. Up-to-date contact information makes phone banking and other direct asks achievable. Too many campaigns flounder because of bad data practices.

All of these pieces rely on good organizational and cross-team data practices that bring meaningful data into your CRM. Knowing and understanding your data can help your team define the scope of the campaign and inform the selection of multi-channel strategies that will be most effective. Meaningful data collection will help you analyze the effectiveness of the campaign and support the follow up cultivation with donors.
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